Using the law of refraction and reflection of vector form to trace the light direction of propagation in the Smith prism. Be based on it, get the reflection phase shifter s and p on every planes, consequently obtain virtue matrix using Jones vector. The distribution of the polarization state of emergent light wave from Smith prism is analyzed when the light is vertical incidence and different azimuth, homochromatism and linearly polarized. The polarization aberration feature of Smith prism is obtained. At last,the detection experiment is done using the Stokes parameter measurement, and gets the consistent result with theory. The text lay the foundation for studying polarization aberration that effects on imaging quality and detection and correction of polarization aberration.
1.Introduction
Smith prism is one of the reflecting lens commonly used in the optical instrument, and it makes the image of the object rotating, The two elliptical polarized lights on the image surface are got when the linearly polarized light penetrates it, and there are different vibration orientations, it will get different polarization states. Severely imaging quality of the optical system is caused by the polarization aberration, so it is very important to research on the polarization. There are some mathematical expression on the elliptically polarized light such as Jones matrix, Poincare Sphere Method and so on. In this paper, a method is got based on Jones matrix and the vector representation of the refraction and reflection law, the polarization state is analyzed when the linearly polarized light propagation through the Smith prism.
2.Analytic Geometry of Smith prism and tracing ray
It presents the direction in Fig.1 . In the actual calculation, we only compute the unit vector .Based on the fact that the angle between two surfaces (not the ridge surface) of the Smith prism is 48°and the angle between the up-ridge (or down-ridge) and xoz surface is 66°, the prism is made by the K9 glass. By computing, we can get the unit normal vectors of every interface as following Table 1 . , we use the laws of the refraction and reflection in the presentation of vector [1] [6] and calculate the round in the len. The unit normal to the plane defined by the normal of interface normal and output light ray is given by
Table3. The normal of every incidence plane From up-ridge to down-ridge From down-ridge to up-ridge The reflection Jones matrix [2] when the light through the interface is given by 0 0 p r s r J r (2) When light is the total reflection, the formula(1) Jones matrix [2] is expressed by
The refraction matrix [2] when the light through the interface is
Because the normal of the every incidence planes of the Smith len is not coplanar, and for getting the effective matrix, we should obtain the rotation matrix to achieve coordinate conversion on the two incidence planes [5] . then acquire the polarization state about the p-light and the s-light. In the course of ensuring the angle, it is must be confirmed whether the rotation is clockwise or anticlockwise form the incident plane normal of i to i+1. If the rotation is clockwise, the angle is negative angle, or else is positive angle .And the angle of the normal of incidence plane is:
According to the above formula, we will obtain the angles of incidence plane as the following Table 4 . 
During the formula,
i J is the reflection and the total refraction Jones matrix, the parameters are computed by the Fresnel in i J .Using the total reflection and refraction Jones matrix, we will compute the effective matrix of the every planes of the Smith len, as the following Table 5 . 
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The effective matrix from up-ridge to down-ridge is: is the included angle of the vibration orientation of the incidence linearly polarized light with x axis, so we will obtain the Jones matrix of output light is:
The azimuth of elliptical polarized light is gived by 2 According to the discussion, we get the regular of change of the azimuth with the vibration orientation of incidence linearly polarized light, and the range of the vibration orientation is -90°,90° , as the Fig.2 . Fig.2 The diagram of curves of the azimuth angle In the diagram, 'black *' expresses the change of the azimuth angle that the linearly polarize light incidencing from the up-ridge of the Smith len .while 'black +' expresses the change of the azimuth angle that the linearly polarized light incidencing from the down-ridge of the Smith len. The diagram make clear that the same azimuth of the linearly polarized light, we will obtain the two elliptically polarized light that there are different azimuths, but the included angle of the two azimuths is approximately77°±4°,it has little change along with the vibration orientation. (13) is phase difference, and not division plus and minus. The variational ellipticity regular of the exit elliptically polarized light with the variational azimuth angle of the enter linearly polarized light at the range from-90 to 90 as Fig.3 . Fig.3 . The diagram of curves of the ellipticity In the diagram, 'black *' expresses the change of the ellipticity that the linearly polarize light incidencing from the up-ridge of the Smith len.while 'black +' expresses the change of the elltpicity that the linearly polarize light incidencing from the down-ridge of the Smith len. The diagram makes clear that the same azimuth of the linearly polarized light, we will obtain the two elliptical polarized light that there are different ellipticities, but there seems to be a certain phase with the vibration orientatin of incidencing linearly polarized light. But we will obtain the same ellipticity when the vibration orientation is -90° -45° 0° 45° 90°.
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The light intensity of the two elliptical polarized lights on the exitfacet is
E is conjugation transposition matrix of E .The light intensity regular of the exit elliptical polarized lights with azimuth of the incidencing linearly polarized light is as Fig.4 . Fig.4 The diagram of curves of light intensity
In the diagram, 'black +' expresses the change of the light intensity that the linearly polarize light incidencing from the up-ridge of the Smith len. While 'black *' expresses the change of the light intensity that the linearly polarize light incidencing from the down-ridge of the Smith len. It makes clear that the light intensity of two elliptical polarized lights is same.
4.The result comparison between the experience and theory
Using the Stokes vector [4] to prove the data got from the theory, the light path is as following Fig.5 . In the Fig.7(a) and Fig.7(b) , 'o' and '*'express the experimental ellipticity value which the incidence light from up-ridge and down-ridge ,while the plot of point of density express the theory value. It makes clear that experimental ellipticity value is close to the theoretical value.
5.Conclusion
The paper uses a set of theoretical calculations and experimental measurements, and according to a number of data and diagrams get the distribution of the polarization state which the linearly polarized light penetrates normally, and obtain the following conclusions: (1)When the linearly polarized light exits from up-ridge and down-ridge of Smith len, we will not get linearly polarized light ,but two elliptically polarized light;(2) The elliptically polarized lights that exit from up-ridge and down-ridge has a certain phase, and we will obtain the same ellipticity when the vibration orientation of the linearly polarized light is -90° -45° 0° 45° 90°.(3) On the exit plane of Smith len will get the two elliptically polarized light that there are different azimuths, but the included angle of the two azimuths is within 77°±4°,it has change in a small range .
